
 Some people work for the same organization all their working life. Others think that it is better to 
work for different organizations. Discuss both these views and give your own opinion.

  The majority of people around the world are so much concerned about their career life. There are two 
kinds of individuals who whether either prefer working in the same company for lifelong or alter change 
jobs variety of organizations to seek [-seeking?] new opportunities. In what follows I will expand more 
about these points of views.

  First of all, I am going to claim the significant merit of changing workplaces. That is to say if you are the 
person who probes for new corporations, you would possibly meet new chances you won’t regret for; 
such kind of person takes the risk of new and bigger challenges that will make him more experienced 
and professional. The one would also identify his one’s concealed potentials and get progressesed far 
more. For example, if you are a teacher by switching new institutes you will be familiar with new 
methods and a whole system in managing that leads you to thinking wider.

  Secondly, although folks people who try to change their work place [folks changing their workplace?] 
are more plausible to be faced with difficulties that they should deal with, and they would be more 
expert in their majored field which leads to their wages them escalating wages and perks. Therefore, the 
more new experiences you have, the more benefits you’ll get.

  On the other hand, some individuals are more conservative who prefer to retain remain in the constant 
company during their lifespan. Although sticking to an organization would guarantee a stable career life, 
you would feel to be in monotonous state that may result in paling  inspiration . so, by staying in the 
safe zone you may endanger your interest toward the a professional life.

  In conclusion, however a constant and fixed is a position is a situation in the safe zone, it worth far less 
than working in different places. As it is obviousobviously, I advocate  a more  challengingeable but 
progressive professional life than a monotonous one. 

 


